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The effort developed a comprehensive computer program for the modeling of wind energy/storage
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This report presents results of work conducted by Boeing Computer Services
Company under NASA Contract NAS3-20385, "Wind Energy Storage Model Develop-
ment." This program was conducted under the sponsorship of the Advanced
Physical Methods Branch, Office of Conservation, ERDA, under the direction of
Dr. G. C. Chang, and was administered by the NASA-Lewis Research Center Ther-
mal and Mechanical Storage Section with Mr. L. H. Gordon as Project Manager.




The Boeing Program Manager for this work was R. W. Edsinger, and A. W. Warren
was the principal investigator.
For completeness, the summary sections 1.1 and 1.2 of Volume I have been









The need for energy storage for solar energy systems (wind, thermal, heating
and cooling, and photovoltaic) is generally recognized. However, until re-
cently a comprehensive computer model for evaluating the type and quantity of
storage fora given application did not exist. In November of 1976 NASA-
Lewis, as project manager for ERDA, awarded a contract to Boeing Computer
Services (BCS), to develop such a model. It is called SIMWEST (Simulation
Model for Wind Energy Storage). SIMWEST was required to have the capability
of modeling wind energy/storage systems utilizing any combination of five
types of storage (pumped hydro, battery, thermal, flywheel and pneumatic).
The level of detail of SIMWEST was to be consistent with a role of evaluating
the economic feasibility and general performance of wind energy systems. The
SIMWEST design was to facilitate its adaptation to other solar applications
and other levels of detail.
To meet these requirements BCS developed the SIMWEST based upon an existing
dynamic simulation model (EASY). It consists of a library of system com-
ponents and a precompiler program which allows these components to be put
together in building block form. The SIMWEST program, as described here runs
on the UNIVAC 1100 series of computers.
Other computer programs exist for the simulation of wind systems and various
forms of energy storage. However, SIMWEST is the only publicly available
program capable of simulating total wind systems containing any one or com-
bination of the above types of storage and at the same time having the flexi-





Volume I of this report gives a brief overview of the SIMWEST program and
describes the two, NASA defined simulation studies including a definition of
the systems simulated, the data cards used and a summary of the simulation
results. Volume II, the SIMWEST operations manual, describes the usage of the
SIMWEST program, the design of the library components, and a number of simple
example simulations intended to familiarize the user with the program ' s opera-
ttion. Volume II also contains a listing of each SIMWEST library subroutine.
Volume III, the SIMWEST program description contains program descriptions,
flow charts, and program listings for the SIMWEST Model Generation Program,
the Simulation program, the File Maintenance program and the Printer Plotter
program. Volume III generally would not be required by a SIMWEST user.
1.1 SIMWEST OVERVIEW
SIMWEST consists of two basic programs, and a library of system, environmental,
and load components. The first program, the Model Generation Program, is a
precompiler which generates computer models (in FORTRAN) of complex wind
energy generator/storage/application systems, from user specifications using
SIMWEST library components. The second program exercises the resulting
computer model to perform cost and potential utilization analysis. It handles
input, output, integration of system dynamics, and iterates to obtain con-
vergence of variables involved in implicit loops. The combination of these
two programs provides a powerful tool for analyzing alternate storage system
designs.
Figure 1.1-1 shows the general organization of the SIMWEST program. In addi-
tion to the two programs described above, there is a third which performs file
maintenance. It is used to incorporate ^;ser supplied data fur new subsystem
models. Although the program is shown to be made up of a number of subpro-
grams, it can be executed as a single batch program by supplying the model
description control cards and the control cards describing the desired anal-



























FIGURE 1.1-1 SIMWEST PROGRAM ORGANi2ATION
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The SIMWEST library is listed in Table 1 . 2-1. It is made up of five types of
components: physical, environmental, load, logical, and utility.
Physical components encompass such things as motors, generators, transmis-
sions, flywheels, etc. These components model actual physical hardware which
might be used in a wind energy system. The selection of the particular SIM-
WEST library set of physical components was based on the requirement that it
be capab ' e of modeling the five types of energy storage systems mentioned
previously: therma^, flywheel, battery, pumped hydro and pneumatic.
The degree of detail in the component models is based upon two design criteria.
First, all models should contain sufficient detail to simulate all physical
characteristics and constraints having significant impact on the systems over-
all cost effectiveness. Second, the models should be designed to minimize
computer time and required user specification. It is assumed that a typical
SIMWEST simulation might cover a time span of one year. Thus, from a computer
run time and economic impact point of view a simulation step size of between
15 minutes and one hour seemed reasonable.
As a result of the ^buve two design criteria, many physical components, such
as the electrical components, were modeled mainly in terms of power flow and
steady stale response. This lack of detail is consistent with the 15 minute
Lime ste;^ and with the concept that the important transients are on the time
scale of demand curves or weather patterns, i.e., r.n hour or more, rather than
on the time scale of electric motor transients of a few seconds. If short
electric transients were to be modeled, much detail would need to be added to
the component models which would greatly increase the user's task of speci-
fying the model. Further, the simulation time step would have to be reduced
to a fraction of a second so the model would not only be much larger but
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Environmental components are those which simulate environmental conditions.
In the present SIMWEST library these conditions are wind speed and ambient
temperature. These variables are generally used as inputs to physical com-
ponents, Environmental component output can either be computed from measure-
ment data provided by the user on a data tape, or from randomly generated
data, based on user furnished profiles.
The load components in the SIMWEST library are used to simulate various types
of power demand. They also monitor how well the system meets the simulated
demand and compute the value of the energy delivered by the wind energy system
to the load. Like the environmental components these components may be com-
puted from actual measurement data or from randomly generated data based on
user furnished load profiles.
The library's logical components are the power dividers, power accumulators,
switches and priority interrupts. Although physical hardware could generally
be built to serve the function of the logical components, they are not meant
to represent any particular piece of existing hardware. Instead, they are
idealized components that allow the user the flexibility of modeling the wide
variety of control logic which is required for a thorough evaluation of wind
energy storage systems. In practice, the control function might be performed
by a control room operator using a predefined control strategy or by use of a
minicomputer.
Finally, the utility components include such things as the tape read, the
histogram and the cost monitor. These components serve only to help the user
run the simulation and analyze its results.
1.2.1 Storage Subsystems
Figures 1.2-1 through 1.2-5 give possible configurations of the five types of
storage subsystems which can be modeled with the present SIMWEST library. For
illustrative purposes the number of variables shown passed between components
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FIGURE 1.2-Z PUMPED HYDRO STORAGE SUBSYSTEiVI
BCS 40180-1
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A total wind energy system will generally be made up of elements from a number
of different subsystems (see Figure 2.1-1). In addition, the SIMWEST program
can be used for models which include networks of storage subsystems of the
same type or a network of wind generators.
1.2.2 Logic Components
The capability for modeling complex system control logic is provided by the
power divider, power accumulator and priority interrupt components. Both the
divider and accumulator operate on a priority basis. The priority interrupt
is used by other system components to change the priority setting of the
divider and accumulator.
The power divide; • has one input power port and four output power ports (not
all output ports need be used for a given simulation). The divider also has
an input request associated with each of its output power ports. These power
requests generally come from a component with which the output power port is
directly or indirectly connected. The user specifies priorities of either 0,
1, 2, 3, or 4 to be associated with each of the output ports. If the input
power to the poker divider exceeds that requested of the port with highest
priority (priority 1) then the excess power goes to the port with the next
lower priority. This process continues until either all power is distributed
or all requests of non-zero priority ports are met. Apart with zero (0)
priority will never receive power. Such ports are included so that the port
may be connected to a component but transmit power only in critical situa-
tions, say, when a battery has been in discharge state for a critical amount
of time. In these situations, the connected component would have to change the
zero priority setting of the power divider by use of a priority interrupt.
Two or more ports may be assigned the same priority in which case the user may
specify weights to be associated with each port. Then, if there is not enough
power available to satisfy all requests of equal priority, the power is di-
vided between them in proportion to the user specified weights.
1^	 BCS 40180-1
The power accumulator is similar to the divider except that instead of dis-
tributing power from a single input port between four output ports, it accumu-
lates power from four input ports and sends it out through a single output
port. The power accumulator also accepts output power requests from the
component connected to its single output power port and it outputs requests
far each of its input ports in order to service the nutput power request.
In addition to the actual power delivered to each input port, thk power ac-
eumulator also accepts information as to the maximum power that can be de-
livered to that port. These values are used by the accumulator tc^ determine
how to distribute its power request between its four input ports, [f the
input power request exceeds the maximum deliverable power for the port of
highest priority, then the remainder is shifted to the port with the next
lower priority. This process continues until either• the power request has
been completely distributed between the highest priority input ports or all
input ports hav@ requests equal to their maximum deliverable power. An ex^
ample illustration of the use of power dividers and power accumulators is
given in Figure 1.2-6. It is seen that power flan the turbinelgenera for is
distributed with highest priority (priority 1) going to the power •
 accumulator
that services load 1. Since the power accumulator servicing load 1 has its
priority 1 input port connected to the power divider, it will try first to
satisfy load I from the turbine/generator end then from the utility, Thus. if
power from the turbine/generator does not exceed that required by load 1, all
power will flow to Mad 1. If there is power left over, it will be used to
satisfy the request from the battery, Finally, if the battery is full or if
its charging rate is met, then the excess power goes to the flywheel. The
battery is connected (through the rectifier) to the wind turbine and also has
a priority zero connection to the utility. Thus, if the battery remains in a
discharge state for• more than a specified amount of time, it can change the
utility priority (from 0 to 1) to receive the needed power.
9CS 40180-1	 11




FIGURE 1.2.6 EXAMPLE OF POWER DIVIDER 8e ACCUMULATOR USE
14	 BCS 40180.1
Also in Figure 1.2-6, we see that load 2 prefers to draw power from the fly-
wheel before turning to the battery. This configuration tends to keep the
flywheel as discharged as possible, using it primarily as a means to absorb
large influxes of power.
Figure 1.2-6 is a rather simple configuration used for illustrative purposes.
A more complex configuration is shown in Figure 2.1-1.
1.2.3 SIMWEST Output
There are three basic forms of SIMWEST output to facilitate the analysis of
wind energy storage systems; line printer plots, histo^^rams of system vari-
ables and time sequenced output of variable values. To enhance the usefulness
of these outputs, each SIMWEST library component is associated with a number
of output variables. Prior to simulating a given system the user may select
to have the independent variable be time or any of the other variables. For
example, he may want to plot the energy of pneumatic storage as a function of
time and/or as a function of temperature. If the user wants a time sequenced
listing of all variable values, he just specifies the time step between print-
outs. The listing of all variables has proven to be a useful tool in under-
standing the performance of the storage system under consideration and a val-
uable aid in validating the system design.
1.3 TESTING
Sections 2 and 3 describe two simulation studies which were defined by NASA-
lewis to test the SIMWEST program. They provide an excellent test of its
ability to model complex systems and in particular complex control logic. The
simulation studies also test the usefulness of the program for doing in depth
parameter studies and provide a means for checking the accuracy of the program
by comparing simulation results with available empirical data and with the
results of other studies.
BCS 40180.1	 1'3
Prior to performing the simulation studies and throughout its development the
SIMWEST program was systematically tested. First components were grouped into
simple systems and simulations were performed. During these simulations vari-
ous system parameters were driven so as to force the individual components
through every normal program path and to assure that all component outputs
assume a wide range of values. The number of components and the number of
ways they can be connected makes it impassible to exercise every combination,
however, the subsystem groupings that were used were representative of the
expected program usage.
Before the testing, the biggest unknown in the SIMWEST definition was the im-
pact of the logic components (power dividers, power accumulators, etc.) on
system convergence. Use of these logic components gives the user considerable
flexibility in specifying system logic and every effort was made to minimize
their effect on system convergence. All physical components output special
information variables which have the sole purpose of speeding the convergence
of control logic variables. However, it was still extremely difficult to
estimate, apriori what the results of such components would be, particularly
with regard to complex systems. Thus, it was particularly reassuring to find
that even on very complex systems, such as represented by the NASA-Lewis test
case, convergence of logic variables was quite rapid. Convergence generally
took place in less than six iterations per simulation time step.
A key requirement of the SIMWEST program was that the amount of training re-
quired for its use be minimal. Considerable effort has been made to ensure
this is the case. That this is indeed the case is evident by the fact that
the two NASA defined simulation tests were performed by an analyst who had
just joined the SIMWEST development team and who had no previous experience
with SIMWEST or the original EASY program.
is	 BCS 401-i
In tc`17n. of computer f+ffit:it`nt:y^ it was found during the testing t!r:+t tht` trro-
t)1'an1 e>,Ceelit`d UI'lglil,ll l` \pel idtl(1 11\,	 AC .111 a \dlllt^^t`, tilt` yedl' ^1 p lUl at1U11$ Il^l`.1
in the NASA defined par,unt`tt`r Study tth^k lt`SS than 411 l{'l^ seconds tilt the Cni
rt+(t (t. The very Complex NASA defint`d test Case involved Sinwlat.ing only a one
wt`rk period rf time,	 It took less than ^+tl ii`U seconds on tht` t;6l^ti . if this
time is used to predict the lfU time for a year :inullation an,i a::ount is
taken of the feet that. most Of the l'i'U associated with 1'J is indept`ndent of
run lt`nttth, then one would c`^^►act the CPh time required to simulate` i^ne year
for' the` test Cdst` to be 1t; :tU li'U set'ondS on the` hhOtl,	 It is estimat;d that
Ci'U time on the UNIVAC lltttll40 will ht` approximatt`ly twt^ to t.hrt`e times as
c}rt`.It. aS that on t ►^ir oti00,
1. a tt F^ E h^'AT iONS
^u^•in9 the testing tt t ►erame obvious that while the user nPc^d not be a SIMWEST
t`\pert or St)ftwart` eE^eCial tst to make rffiCit`nt use of ihc` program. he Should
thoroughly think through and he fam,li.rr wit ►^ the ^ h,trartt`ristiis of the
s y ste`In ht` w.tntS to ^imulatc. 	 Comt`onent modt`ls^ if not Cart`fully speCified^
may 4 ►erfol-nl in unt`\t^t`ited ways,	 They will perfo ►rn as thf`y wc• rt` tntendt`d but
the user must bt`	 rrtul that what ht' actually spet'ific+s iS what ht` rf^ally
wants, Further + i	 the sy^tevns logi( is nut well thau.tht out. tht` rr.ultin^
systk^nt p an bey +ane severely out of balance and all •un^ystttinS may not bt` fully
Util,:^^d,	 ^AIt t`\,tnlple of Lh1S is 91Vt`It 111 tltt` LPSt CaSf' dPSC1'ibt'd 111 ^PC-
L1011 2,
A numher of useful procedures tart` devt`loped +luring the .imulation stud±es.
First it was found that when Simulating ^ y am ► a le\ systtvn, it is best to
develop .rrtd test one storage subsy^t^`m at a time, 	 This allows prt^hlt`InS or
unprrpected rPSUlts to bt` isolated and understood prior to the introdu;tion of
the more rttnl^^lPr chara^ tr ► • istiCs associated with the total systfvn.
I
Further•, when making a ^rar s^nullation run + it is best to brt`,tk it into
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histograms and pe'rfonnance statistics art` available' an a monthly basis. 	 In
addition to yivi •ta bt`tter visibility of the systems actual perfol'mance. this
helps limit the fob Cort` si,-l`,	 Thc` twt'lre nronthly cimulation pan be suhmit.ted
as a single` run with the rt`sults of a given month a;tina as initial conditions
for the' nc`^t nranth, The use` ► • onl y nt`eds to submit new dr+_a cads for data
which Changes frwn one mlmth to the ner,t.
It was also found during the simulations that the` use t)f fi1RTRAN ^tatt'ments
in the model dt`flnition is verb useful for crt`atlna spt`cial input to s^stt`rn
com^><^nc`nts and for defining parameters to De platted or statistics to be
printt`d.	 The` use of Fl1RTRAN statt` ►nent.s is simple` and sho+,l.i be encount.ert`d
t`,lrly in SIMhE^T applications,
1, 5 FUTURE A1'PL ICAT1l^N
Al thouV lr the present application Of the SIMWEST {^ro^I ► 'am is to wind energy'
SyStt11K. 1( Collld t`e` IUSt as ad\antagroUsl }^ applieli is Otht`r a^`p11Cat1l^nS
wht`rt` t• nt?rQV star.Igt` might ht` utilised.	 Such art'.+s include g ala ► • heating and
cooling and photovoltaic ^>>te`ms, For these` ap^ r li^ation, additional clxn-
p1111e11tS 1'epl'e^t`ntlrl g the` php tllct`1 l ^ thel'ntal :allt`lttl l'^ Pil:. wJUlli hd \'t` to :`t`
written. or adapted fran etisting softw,lrt` arni atided to the ^IMti"EST 1 it`ra+',i .
N01a'lt^ ► '^ nk^St Of the` r't'.1U11't`d COm^>utlQntS ml^delln^ the` total SystPlit ar't` pl't`-
sently avarlable in the SIMWEST lihr,lry. 	 lncorparatin^ solar ht•ating .lnd
ca^ling ntt^dt'1. andbr photovoltaic models into the` ^1MwEST program would al^:o
allow the` ,lnal^sis of hyM • id systems containing diftl• 1 • t`nt cl>tnhinations at al'
thrt't' Solar ent`rgy SoUI'ies,
The present SIMWEST prn9ram has a lt`\el of detail consistent with a fifteen
minute' step si:t`,	 This is idt`al for pe`rf p tlnin^ analyses which span time`
lrltt'r'vdls 1111 the` JI'.1t`1' pf 011e 1t`a''.	 '^awt`\t`1'^ th1S means that mdrly elStem
t'OmhUnNneS. such aS the` t`lectl'ICdI ► l,1rrF4^rletlts. al'P modeled 111 tt`r'r11s l^f thell'	 f
Steady state resGk^nse. The ^IMIJEST program could atso be used to ,lnaly:t• such
1•	 RCS 401Rci-1
things as the response of the wind turbine to wind gusts, the impact of large
wind turbines on the frequency and voltage control required by small electric
utilities and other highly transient effects. However, to do so would require
the addition to the SIMWEST library of more detailed component models, par-
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2.0 TEST CASE
The first of the two NASA defined simulation studies is described below. It
is a "test case" of a relatively complex wind energy system containing five
different storage subsystems and three separate loads. It was defined to
demonstrate SIMWEST's flexibility and ease of handling complex systems. The
other NASA defined simulation study is described in Section 3.
2.1 SYSTEMS OVERVIEW
A schematic diagram of the test case is given in Figure 2.1-1. It contains
all five types of storage subsystems available in the SIMWEST library and
three separate load components. The wind turbine being modeled has a blade
diameter of 48.76 meters (160 feet). It is designed fora mean wind speed of
9.39 meters/sec. (21 mph). The cut in speed and rated speed are 2.68 m/s
(6 mph) and 12.67 m/s (28.35 mph) respectively. Rated power of the turbine
generator is 790 kw. Wind speeds were randomly generated during the simu-
lation using the random component density function shown in Figure 2.1-2 and
a mean daily component profile shown in Figure 2.1-3. The average total load
on the system is 264 kw. It is made up of controls, domestic, and thermal
loads. The control load is assumed to be constant while the domestic load
varies stochastically with the average daily and weekly profiles shown in
Figure 2.1-4. The average domestic load is 186 kw. The thermal load varies
as a function of ambient temperature and time of day. Its average value is
62 kw. One utility shown in Figure 2.1-1 is labeled as a load but actually it
serves only as a place to dump surplus wind energy (when all storage is full)
and a means of keeping track of the amount of energy dumped.
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TI►e total of all five storage systems has a storage capacity of 11240 kwh.
The battery provides 1000 kwh of this, and thus can supply the electrical load
for up to 5.31 hours. It can accept energy from the wind turbine at a rate of
80 kw. The storage capacity and power rating of the five storage subsystems
is given in Table 2.1-1.
The untitled rectangular components in Figure 2.1-1 represent power dividers
and power accumulators. They perform the system control logic and are dis-
cussed in detail in Volume II. Tt^^ power accumulators and dividers are ar-
►•anged in such a way that the controls load always obtains power from either
wind system ur • from the utility.	 It has first priority on power from the
wind. When power output from the wind exceeds that required by the controls
load, excess power goes first to the domestic load and then to the battery.
if excess power exceeds the charge rate of the battery, the remainder goes to
the flywheel, pneumatic storage, thermal storage and pumped hydro storage. ir,
th.rt ^r• de ►• of p ►'ior • i ty. When all storage systems ar•e tul 1 , excess power goes
to ^rre uti 1 i ty.
The above described set of storage priorities are established by specifying
priority number fur each port of the power divider and power dCCUnlUlat01'.
However. any storage device has the capability of temporarily changing these
priori ties i f i t deems i t necessary to Veep i t in the proper • operating state.
For exam4^le, after the battery has been in a discharged state fur a ^pc^cified
interval of time, it must obtain power • to avoid internal damage.
2.2 TEST CAtiE SPECIFICATION
The input data for the SIMWEST model gt^neration program is given in
F i yur • e 2.2-1.
	
These cards set u {^ the topology of the system to he s inru l a ted ,
and specify the connections between the model components. They do not shecif_y
individual crnnpunent characteristics such as capacities. maximum charging
rates, etc. The data creates a Fortran model which contains 50 components,
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As an aid to the user in validating his topology description, the SIMWEST
program generates line printer schematics from the description of Figure
2.2-1. An example of the schematic for one section of the test case is
given in Figure 2.2-2.
After the user satisfies himself that the model topology is correct, he spec-
ifies the par•an;eters establishing the characteristics of the individual com-
ponents using simulation data cards. The data cards for the test case are
given in Figures 2.2-3 th ►•ough 2.2-5.
	
In addition to specifying the para-
meters describing the individual components these cards specify the length and
step size of the simulation, the variables to be plotted, and the time points
at w^rich all variables will be printed. Since the test case is only in-
ter^ded to demonstrate the flexibility of SIMWEST and its ease of modeling
complex systems, the period of time selected for the simulation was one week
and the simulation step size was set at one hour. Further, output variables
were selected for plotting on the basis of illustrating the different capa-
bilities and the general potential of the plotted output for use in system
evaluation.
2.3 SUMMARY OF RESULTS
This section gives a summary of the results obtained from the simulation of
the test case shown in Figure 2.1-1. One should be cautioned about drawing
conclusions from these results. The test case was selected to demonstrate the
use of the G^rogr •anT and is not necessarily a realistic or rational design from
the standpoint of making optimal use of storage subsystems. Furthermore, the
s11TlUldtlOn covers only a one week period, and therefore the resulting stat-
istics may not be representative.
2.3.1 Wind Power
Figure 2.3-1 gives the histogram of the wind speed that was generated during
the simulation.	 It is seen that the average wind speed is 8.61 meters/sec.
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FIGURE 2.2-2 LINE PRINTER SCHEMATICS (PAGE 0 ONLY)
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was designed. Figure 2.3-2 is a histogram of the power that resulted from the
wind. The mean power is 277 kw. This compares with an average total load of
:'64 kw. Figure 2.3-3 plots the power generated vs, wind speed. It is seen
that at times the power• reaches the rated value of 790 kw (when the wind is irr
excess of 28 mph).
2.3.2 Stor•a e Subsystems
f	
The one week time histories of the five storage subsystems are given in
Figure 2.3-4, Notice that the scale on the abscissa should he multiplied by
ten to yet hours. On the other hand, the scales un the ordinates each have
their own multiplicative factor. Thus, for example, the scale for the battery
has a maximum ^f 1000 kwh. From Figure 2.3-4 it is seen that, in general,
storage 15 drained during mid week and builds back up on the weekend. As one
would expect, the flywheel shows large fluctuations. This is due to its
ability to absorb energy at a high rate and to being the first priority energy
source for the domestic load. The battery on the other hand has a lower
charge rate but is a second priority source for the domestic load. Thus it
remains pretty much in a discharged state during the week. This seems to
indicate that the overall control philosophy should be adjustzd. The hydro
storage tends to discharge its initial charge the first day of operation and
is never able to build back up even on the weekend. This can be attributed to
the fact that it has the lowest priority of all storage subsystems for charg-
iny but has a relatively high priority for discharging.
Figures 2.3-5 ttrr •ough 2.3-7 gives the temperature of the pneumatic storage
vessel. the fuel consumption rate of the burner and the outlet *.emperature of
the treat exchanger. Plots such as these are not only useful in monitoring
system performance but are also valuable in validating the system definition,
It is also useful to make cross plots between different output variables. A
cross glut of the power into the flywheel versus the power output by the wind
and the battery state of charge is given in Figure 2.3-8 and Figure 2.3-9,
respectively. As one would expect, there is good correlation between the wind
i
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t
output power and input to the flywheel. However, there seems to be less
	
•	 correlation between the battery state and power into the flywheel. This is
primarily due to the fact that the battery was fully charged only a small
amount of the time and only in the nearly charged state would one expect to
find good correlation.
2.3.3 Load Service
Table 2.3-1 gives the percent of each load met by the various storage sub-
systems and by the wind directly. In summary, 84 percent of the total load is
met by wind generated power. In considering Table 2.3-1, it should be re-
	
^	 membered that the domestic load is :y far the laryer of the three (see Sec-
tion 2.2-1). About 91 percent of this load is met by wind generated power anJ
nearly 50 percent of this is supplied by the flywheel alone while only 15
percent is met by the battery. When one considers that the flywheel obtains
power only when the charge rate of the battery is exceeded, this tends to
substantiate the results of the last section which indicate the battery
charging rate might be too small. Figures 2.3-10 and c.3-11 give the fre-
quency histograms of the percentage of the domestic load met by the battery
and the flywheel respectively. It is seen that 53.7 percent of the time the
battery supplies no power at all to the domestic load. On the other hand the
flywheel supplies over 96 percent of the domestic load 18 percent of the time.
	 !.
I
Table 2.3-1 also points out that only a small amount of the domestic load was
met directly by the wind turbine without going through storage. This is due
to the fact that direct wind power is given the lowest priority on the power
	 f
accumulator supplying the domestic load. This control strategy was mainly
selected to exercise the storage subsystems without a great deal of priority
given to overall system efficiency.
The actual storage subsystem efficiencies which were obtained during this one
week simulation are given in Table 2.3-2. Again the reader should be cau-







storage, which has one of the lower efficiencies, supplied only 1.5 percent of
the total domestic load, and since the simulation only ran for one week, there















TABLE 2.3-1 LOAD SERVICE BREAKDOWN
Storage
Subsystem Control Domestic Thermal
ha t t,e r•y 0 15. 1 0
flywheel 0 49.1 0
pneumatic u 1.5 0
thermal 0 0 58.4
pumped hydro V 9.7 0
direst wind 74.5 18.3 0
utility 25.5 6.3 li
To to 1 100 ' 100': 58.4':
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T^,.^ pararetric study described in this section is the second simulation study
drfined by NASA-Lewis as a test for the SIMWEST program. It is based upon an
^nergy storage system planned for the NASA-Lewis Plumhrook wind turbine facili-
r_,r. Specifically, this study was intended to assess the accuracy of the
SIh1WEST program and its usefulness in performing parameter investigations.
^he Plumhrook facility was felt to he appropriate since empirical performance
and cost data is available, and because it has been the subject of other
studies with which the results of this study could be compared.
3.1 STUDY OVERVIEW
A schematic diagram of the system to be studied is uiven in Figrir •e 3.1-1.	 The
wind turbine shown there has a blade radius of 19.05 meters (62.5 ft.) with a
g ut in wind speed of 4.02 meter/sec (9 ^nph). The rated wind speed rs 8.05
mE^ters/sec (18 mph) beyond which the turbine power output is a constant.
1^0 kw (the rated power). (Wind turbine data frinn references [1] and [^] were
used in this study.)
Unlike the test ease described previously, the parametric: str^d y
 used actual
wind data. This was hourly data measured at the Plurrbrook site during the
1912 calendar •
 yea ►•.
i	 The nOmindl lr^ad far the parametric study is 10 kw with lightiny making up 70
percent of this and thermal making up 3O percent. In addition, there is a












FIGURE 3.11 PLUMBROOK COPJFIGURATION FOR PA RAMETRII: STUDY
,.._,^ ^	
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Suj^jrlying these loads are two storagE^ subsystems, a battery anti a thernwl unit
with the hattrr •y accountiny for R2 percent of the total Storage capac:iLy.
The luyic ^::^mpor^:^nts of fi:3ut'e 3.1-1 (puw^rr Jiviuer • s anti power accumulators)
are configured in such a way that the control load gets first priurit.y of the
wind generated power. The lighting load has second priority g rid after that
excess bower goes to the battery and to the thermal vessel, irr that order ut
priority. If there is still excess power, the surplus power is sold to the
utility.
The lighting load r •eguests power first directly from the turhtnr.	 if the tur-
bine cannot completely satisfy the load, it turns next to the hatter^y, and
finally if the load is still not met it receives power from the utility n^ , r-
wur • k.	 Similarly the controls load first requests power front the wind tcn•l^irre,
and if it is not met it next turns to the utili ty nrtwurh.	 the thermal lead
is supplied only by the thermal storage unit.
The primary system parameters to ho varied in this study are t_hr size of the
Ilyltting and thermal loads (thei r sum taking the values of 10. til, and _ill i^tv),
the total system storage capacity (2 hours, 4 day and 15 day supply of the
load), the wind cut in speed (9 and IU mph), the initial ^tat.e of charge of
the storage subsystems, and the inverter configuration. 	 It is known that
inverters function must efficiently near heir rated ralracity. The study
will determine whether using two inverters is more efficient than using one
inverter of twice the size.
A single case having a 10 kw load, 4 days of storage, y mph cut in speed, and
one inverter is used as nominal and each of tht^ parameters are sequentially
varied keeping the remainder of the parameters at their nominal val^rs. 	 11
should he pointed out that every separate set of paramrter •s requires a sep-
arate simulation (although a number of simulations can he made in one cumj^uter






The subsystem consists of a rectifier, an inverter (ur • two) and a number of
i
i^atter'y cell banks. ThC charge-riic^harge characteristic of each cell hank is
! given in Figure 3.2-1.* Each cell bank has an average terminal voltage of 120
volts and a storage capacity of 20 kwh. The study assumes as many cell banks.
iii parallel, as needed to give the desired total storage capacity. Usiny the
^	 SIMWEST hatter^v component each battery cell ban{. is modeled mathematically as
I	 a capacitance. a terminal resistance, and an internal voltage. See Figure
3.2-2.
I ^""^
IFIGURE 3.22 BATTERY MODEL
^	 The capacitance and internal voltage for• a single bank are 49505 Iarads an,i
^	 115.2 volts respectively. The terminal resistance varies with current and
state of charge, resulting in the characteristic curves in Figure 3.2-1.
Likewise, the internal resistance varies so as to reduce by 4.t^ percent the
it
charginy current. This models a 95.2`1; amp-hr • , charging efficiency. When the
battery is not charging, the internal resistance reduces to a constant. leakage
^
+	 resistance which allows leaka,c of half of the storage in one month. Thei
'^	 terminal resistance is modeled by a table lookup while Lhe internal resistance
^	 is computed using a FORTRAN statement.
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For the nominal case of a 10 kw load and a four day storage supply, the bat-
tery can store lOX4X24X.82 = 787.2 kwh. Thus about 39 banks (of 60 cells
each) were used in the simulation. The rated input and output power for all
battery sizes studied are 30 kw. However, the rated input power to the in-
verter is 10 kw. Thus the effective discharge rate of the battery is 10 kw.
When the battery remains in a discharged state in excess of twelve hours, it
will cause the system logic to change priorities so that it purchases power
from the utility until its storage level reaches 50 kwh. The model's recti-
fier and inverter efficiencies varies with the load. Their efficiencies as a
function of percent load are shown in Figure 3.2-3.* The rectifier and in-
verter for the nominal case have rated power = 30 kw and 10 kw respectively.
3.3 THE THERMAL SUBSYSTEM
Anhydrous sodium hydroxide is used as a heat storage medium, with phase
changes occurring at 296.11° C (565° F) and 321.11° C (610° F). Maximum and
minimum storage temperatures are 454.44° C (850° F) and 232.22° C (450° F)
respectively. Whenever the temperature falls below 500° F, the thermal vessel
will change the system's logic so that power can be purchased from the utility
until the temperature rises to 510°. The storage media mass is chosen in such
a way that the maximum stored energy corresponds to a temperature of 343.33° C
(650° F). Thus in the nominal case where 172.8 kwh storage capacity is de-
sired, it is found from the enthalpy-temperature curve (see Figure 3.3-1) of
sodium hydroxide that 662.24 kg (1460 lb) are needed. This design point
enthalpy is .088 kwh/lb, corresponding to a design point temperature of
313° C (595° F). Thus 1460 x .088 = 128 kwh are stored at the design point.
This corresponds to a rated storage time of 4.28 hours assuming a rated (de-
sign point) power of 30 kw. The rated storage time is the only parameter
which needs be changed to give different storage capacities from simulation to
simulation.
* See Reference [4].
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3.4 PARAMETRIC STUDY SPECIFICATION
The input cards for the SIMWEST model generation program used for the para-
metric study are given in Figure 3.4-1. These cards define the general
topology of the system shown in Figure 3.1-1. The schematic printout of the
resulting system is shown in Figures 3.4-2 through 3.4-4. Figure 3.4-2 shows
the portion of the system which contains the wind turbine and the utilities.
Figure 3.4-3 shows the battery subsystem. Figure 3.4-4 depicts the thermal
subsystem as well as the cost monitor and the histogram components. In
Figure 3.4-2, the wind turbine WT drives the generator GE through the gear GR
	
1	 according to time TI and wind data WD. The power is then distributed by the
power divider PD1. Note that PD1 receives requests from the power accumulator
PA3 in the thermal system shown in Figure 3.4-4. Likewise, the power divider
PD2 receives requests from, and supplies, the power accumulator PA2 in
Figure 3.4-3. Communication with a component printed on a different page is
depicted by the input name and page number of the component. Thus, the re-
quest RE2PA2 together with PAGE 1 is printed at the lower left of PD2 in
Figure 3.4-2.
Each simulation of the parametric study required a slightly different set of
simulation data cards. The set of data cards used for the nominal system is
given in Figure 3.4-5. In the parametric study wind data was also input
through simulation data cards.	 For brevity these are not included in
Figure 3.4-5. A sunmary description of the more important pa ►-ameters is given
in the appendix.
3.5 SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Figure 3.5-1 gives the average output power from the wind turbine generator
which would be generated by the 1972 Plumbrook wind data. It is seen that the
power drops off significantly during the summer months. The average output
power over the twelve month period is 20 kw. During the simulations this
energy attempts to satisfy combined lighting and electrical loads of 10, 20,
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LOCATIOw = 41	 TI	 --	 —
FORTRAN ^TATEMENT^
C _	 _	 _READ WINO VELOCITY DATA	 _
wVl'aD=T8LU2(TO TI,OY^TI,WINDt35)sklND(41,aI1v0(591,
	 - - -^^--^
1	 0,0,24,-31,24,311
_LOCATION = 71	 WO _	 INPUTS=TI





`-------- ---S^f GEAk RATi^-- -	 ------ - -------	 _ --	 -	 __ _
GR WT=45.
LOCAfI0w=6S GR INPUTS =dT 	 ^
LOCnTI0N = 4ti GE
__	 _	 _	 __	 _	 __
INPUTS=Gk	 ^	 ^	 -^
LOCATION=23 PIW INPUTS=GEtP,2=INT1	 ^
LOCATION = 2^ PU1 INPUTS=GE(P,2=MP1,vE,PAl(1,11,PA2(1,31,PA3(1,4),
-	 --- -- -	 - — ^A 4 IT,..2s. _
IOCAi ION=48 LrTl INPI,TS=PA1I3, 21
LEGATION = 1 -1 UT2 INPUTS=PA1(2,ZI,PJ1lSP^P1,FUU(FO=CPI
LOCATION=1^2 — -	 UT3 -- 	- -IN^PGrS= P^414,21,FUU(FO^CP1
	 -	 -	 --
LOCATION = Zd PA1
LOCAtIUN=10 3 02 INPUTS=PIrt(2,11,PA1(0,O1,PA2(2,31
LDCATION^1
	 - - LOC^	 ^ INPUT'S=TT',PD2(1,1)
	 -^
IUCATIDr^ = 1^7 Pa2 INPUTS =BA(RE ,2=RE,OI,PICl2,Z1
LOCATID^J=125 FUR INPUTS=PA2(P,U=FIN)
- CDCQTTOh^133--- - RE- 	 TFIPUTS^^Z-T0^ 1 1, FUR -(FO n RR 1	 -	 ^	 ---	 -	 -	 ----- -'
FDkTRAN	 STATEMENTS
C	 ANBAT_IS NUMd_ER	 OF 60	 CELL	 STRINGS	 IN	 PARALLEL	 IN	 BATTERY






-FNAFVti^I- - gA/ANdAT-- ---------	 ----	 - _	 -...--- ..._
LOCATION = 171 FVB INPUTS=BA(VC=FNB1
FORTRAN	 STATEMENTS
----^a--eb=C^6a«ANdAT 	-- -	 --	 -	 ----	 _	 _	 _	 -
RT	 BA=FU FVd/ANdAT
LOCt^T10N=141__ dA =RE,PD3(RE,O=RE,11_ _	 _INPUTS
LOCATIt]^J = 147 PIS INPUTS=BA	 --
IOCATION=153 PD3 INPUTS n 8A(2,Ol,PA4tRE,.2=RE,11,PA4(RE,3=RE,21,
FORTRAN	 STATEMENTSi
C	 INTERNAL RESiSTAN(;E
_	 _	 _	 _	 _
TO ACCOUNfi FUk	 BATTERY	 AMP-HR CNARGIhG EFFICIENCY
Rl	 BA = R034oJ^(VC	 dA +	 1.E-81/
X	 tVC	 BA +	 1.E-8 — .048+AMIN1(I	 BA,0.1+ROdA601
IOCATI73N^^Ib6 - ^- FUY -- ^ - INPUTS • PD3t P, 1=FIN)
LOCATION n 164 Ivl INPUTS=P03t1,11,FJI(FU=,tI1
LDCATION = 169 FUJ INPUTS=PD3IP,2=FIN1
IGCAfrDfJ = lb7 fV2	 -^ INPUTS^PD3t2,11,FUJtFO=RI1^








-1....	 -	 ^	 r
FURTkAN STATEMENTS
MP2PD1 n N2 GE — P1 PD1
MP3P01=MP2PD1 — P2 PD1
MP4PD1=MP3P01 - P3 PD1
LOCATION=175
	




















C	 RESET PRIU ►2ITY Ft7R POWER PURCHASE WHEN THERMAL VESScL LOW
PS2PA3.0.
IF(T	 T^.LE.TOlT^)PS2PA3=2.




	 SfURAGE SYSTEM IN OPERATION WHEN PJRCHAS^ IS 0
FINHG=P2 UT1 t P2 UT2 + P2 UTi + P2 UT4
--LOCATION=26Z -
	 HG --	 - ^ ^--	 -
FDRT^2AN STATcMchTS
C	 COMPUTE PERCENT OF THERMAL LOAD SUPPLIED BY k1^^D
-	 ----- PCWhT= 1Q0.*PC1 p A3/tPC1PA3 r p-C2PA3 + :.E-dl	 - --
C	 HISTOGRAMS OF POwEk SURPLUS AND PO ►:ER PURC:1ASt CUS1
C	 IF NU STURAbE SYSTEM WERE USED
------ Pw`SP n P2 - G^ =-- fRE1LDC + REILOD + - RE TL*CFACTI	 --
P`PC=AMAX1(-Pi^jP,0.1
P^1SP= AMAX11PIvSP,O.
- FINHGS = PWSP*TINC--- 	-	 -
FINHGP n P^,^PC*TINC*FO FUU
IF(IMPL.E^.0)CO^T1=0.
------Z
 ^ "I P L : L E
-
..-1^^i7 T^T^-- ---- -- -
COST1 n COSTl + .5*FINHGP - .5*FINHGS+CB UT2




	 -	 - - -
COSTO n (CC ^i + CC GR + CC GE + CC UT1 +C,Af^ *.4+PD
 IS)^LE C^`1
	
X	 CR CM*.O1/Ei760. +	 (CM h'T + CM GR ♦ CM GE + CM U11 )/8700.
-------^IPC -OTT=TCOST^J*TT'fE—+ ZOSTII-IfSRELOJ + SRETL -^T:E-61 ---- "- - --
10 CONTINUE
LOCATION n 263	 HGS
-L ITC7iTIDy = 2 6^— - H G P------ -	 - - -	 - - - -	 -- -
LOCATInN n 265	 CM
END OF MODEL	 ORIGINAL PAGE [5
P R I N T	 OF POUR (.ZUALITY
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3.5.1 Effect of _Load On Cost of Operation
I
•I
^	 Figure 3.5-2 shows the effect of 3 different load sizes (10, 20, and 30 kw) on
tfre nrontly cost of usable energy (whether supplied to the loaf or sold to the
utility); the cost of energy is the sum of all costs (capital, maintenance,
and operating) divided by the total amount of wind generated energy that was
1	 actually supplied to a load or surplused to the utility. Capital costs ar-e
amortized based on a ten year life expectancy. It is seen in Figure 3.5-2
that the cost rises with the size of the load. This is because a four day
storage capacity is assumed in each case. Thus, for example, the capital
1	
cost for supplying four days of storage for a 30 kw load is greater than that
^	 required to supply four days of storage for a 20 kw load.
I	 Returning to Figure 3.5-2, the January energy cost of under 50^/kwh corre-
sponds to a monthly average wind speed of 6.7 m/s (15 mph) while the cost of
ahove ^3/kwh in July and August results from the fact that the average wind
speed for these two months are below 3.67 m/s (8.2 mph).
Another way of looking at the cost of energy is to assume, as is shown in
Figure 3.1-1, that the loads must purchase energy from the utility when not
supplied by tl^e wind system.	 If this purchased energy is added to the total
energy delivered and the added cost of this energy is added to the total cost
of eneryy, then the resulting cost curves are as shown in Figure 3.5-3. 	 In
this study energy was I^rrrchased from the utility at 2.6C/kwh during the peak
time from 7 AM to 10 PM and 2.3t/kwh at off peak times.
i ^
;^
In Figure 3.5-3, it is seen that now energy is most expensive in the 10 kw
load case. This is because the incremental energy added by the utility in the
30 kw case is larger than that of the 10 kw case, and the added cost in
either case is small compared to the total system cost. The situation in
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 observation before leaving the subject of energy cost. For the
above two computed costs (with and without buying energy from the utility), it
was assumed that the system gets credit for surplus wind power. Thus, the
total amount of energy in the cost calculation includes not only energy that
was delivered to the load but also energy that was surplused to the utility.
If it is assumed that the system does not get credit for this surplused energy
artd also does not buy power from the utility, then the energy costs should go
up. Figure 3.5-5 shows the result of this situation. Again, the order of
the curves have reversed themselves from Figure 3.5-2. It is seen that if one
does riot get credit for surplus energy, the system with the larger load and
larger storage capacity produces the cheapest power. Figure 3.5-6 gives the
energy cost for the same situation if no energy storage is used. It is seen
that in the summer months when the average wind speed is low, cost of energy
without storage is roughly twice as high as with storage. While dur-irrg the
winter months the cost without storage is approximately 50;o higher.
3.5.2 Effect of Load Size on Frequency of Operation
Figure 3.5-7 exhibits the effect of the three different load sizes on the
frequency of operation. The frequency of operation is defined to be the
I^ercent of time the ►•rind energy system supplies I00 percent of the load. A^
before, there are different systems supplying the loads so that for each load
the system contains the nominal four days of storage. From Figure 3.5-7, it
is seen that during the less windy months the frequency of operation drops.
Furthermore, even though the 30 kw load utilizes three times as much storage,
the 10 kw load case has a much higher frequency of operation (90% in the
w i nter, 60ro in summer).	 Figure 3.5-8 illustrates the situation when no stor-
age is used.	 It is seen that for the nominal 10 kw case storage (4 day) in-
creases the frequency of operation by roughly 50 percent in the winter months
and 200 percent in the summer months. Furthermore, in each of the twelve
months the system with storage fully supplies a 20 kw load more often than
the wind turbine alone will supply a 10 kw load, i.e., in terms of frequency
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FIGURE 3.5-5 ENERGY COST WITH NO PURCHASE FROM UTILITY
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FIGURE 3.5-6 ENERGY COST WITH NO PURCHASE FROM UTILITY,
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FIGURE 3.5-7 EFFECT OF LOAD SIZE ON FREQUENCY OF OPERATION (WITH STORAGE)
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3.5.3 Effect of Cut In Speed On Frequency of Operation
lire effect of cut in speed on frequency of operation was studied by
assuming tire t ►•ansmission generation efficiency was such drat the turbine
power at cut in speed was just equal to power needed to overcome friction and
inertia in the gear/generator drive train and start generating power, Thus.
the turbine/generator for• the 9 mph cut in speed is assumed to be more effi-
cient than that for the 10 mph cut in speed. This difference in efficiencies
decreases with increasing wind velocity until the generator hits rated power.
Figure 3.5-9 gives the frequency of operation of two wind turbines with dif-
ferent cut in speeds, 4.02 meters/sec. (9 mph) and 4.4' m!sec. (10 mph). As
one might expect, the design with the lower cut in speed generally produces
more power. Two exceptions, however, are noted in Figure 3.5.9. In the
months of February and April, because 4.02 m/s (9 m/h) winds occur much more
frequently than 4.47 m/sec (10 mph) winds, the wind turbine with the lower cut
in speed has more marginal operations. During this time the power generated
is sufficient to activate the turbine but not sufficient to supply the control
lead so that a nominal amount of energy is purchased from the utility. As a
result, the lower cut in speed actually resulted in a lower •
 frequency of
operation.
3.5.4 Effect of Initial State o f Stera e^ on Frequency o f Operation
Simulations were conducted to determine the sensitivity of the study results
to initial state of the storage subsystems. Since the simulations span a
years time and the nominal storage capacity is only four days, one would
expect the initial condition to have little effect on the overall performance.
This was indeed the case. During the first month of the simulation (January),
the difference in the frequency of operation between the two cases was neg-
ligible. However, there was a 1.16 percent difference in the total amount of
eneryy pu ►• chases from the utility. The difference for the following months
was even less significant.
	
It might be pointed out that January is a month of
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3.5.5 Effect of Storage Ca a^ci t^! on Frequency_ and _Cost o f-__^°rd tion
In order to determine the effe;;t of storage cauacity on freyu+?ncy ar^d cost of
operation, simulations of three different storage capacities were conducted
for ^1ach c^f the three load levels (lfi, 2C, and 3(1 kw! and also far a time
varying laad. The three storage capacities we;^c t^:::o E:uur:, faur days, and
fifteen days. The effect of storage on thr fr • equenc:y of operation is sum-
marized in Figure 3.5-1(). The percent of operation is computed fur the full
year.	 :t is seem that for the 1^ kw load, inc; •eased storage resulted in
improved freyuen;:y of operation but fora 3J hw load little improvement was
achie:^^^d. This is due to the tact that the average power from the wind is
oniy 2O kw (see Figure 3.5 - 11 thus for a constant 30 4w load very little
energy goes into storage.
the time varying load of Figure 3.5-10 was produced using the electrical and
±E^ermGl load ,irofilf;s shativn ir. Figure 3.5-11.
	
'he loads were scaled so that
the total average load tra y 2Q k.w and 70 percent of the load was electrical.
It is interesting to mote that for onstant loans the percent a` operation
i^. goneral]y greater than for time varyin^^ 'Dads of equal average value.
The effect of storage on the ;^edrly cost of energy delivered to the load i5
summarized in ;iyure 3.5-12.	 It is seen that by increasing storage size be-
yond four days supply, one incrf^ases capital co>t without a cnmmE:nsurate in-
crease in frequency of operation. Figure 3.5-13 gives the yearly casts of
eneiyy delivered to tre load assuming no utility tie-in. 	 In this case less
Energy is deliverer:, resulting in a higher cost per kwh than for 3.5 - 1.^.
V^
first month performance if the simulation had bean started in July rather than
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3.5.6 Study, of Inverter Efficiency
A study was performed with two 5 kw inverters replacing the one 10 kw inverter
used fur the nominal case. It is known that inverter efficiencies improve
with the degree of Ut111ZdtlOn (see Figure 3.2-3). Thus one might expect
that, for situations where full utilization of inverter capacity is not com-
mon, the use of the two inverters would increase the efficiency of the storage
system. Tu perform this study, it was necessary to change the simulation step
size away from the one hour step size used for the rest of the study. This is
because the wind data is given only at discrete levels which result in re-
quests to the battery not representative of a spectrum of values. The step
size was thus set at 1.9 hours. This required interpolation between wind
speed data so that a representative spectrum of power requests were made to
the battery.
The frequency of operation using two inverters is compared with that using
ene in Figure 3.5-14. The results were unexpected in that une full size
invt^r-ter uutperforms the two half size inverters. By calculating the com-
posite efficiency of two inverters, one can understand why this is the case.
Figure 3.5-15 compares the two efficiency functions. 	 It is seen that the
average efficiency of the two inverter system is the same as that of one
inverter. However, the latter has a higher efficiency than the former in the
region of high power flow (40'fi of capacity and higher), where efficiency
cuunts more. Thus, in the long run the one inverter system allows a greater
fraction of the input power to flow through. This con,:lusion is made under
the assumption that the input power is unifo rnrly distributed over the capacity
range of the inverter, as is the case in this parameter study. If some other
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FIGURE 3.5-14 C^^'^PARISON OF FREQUENCY OF OPERATION
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3.6 SUMMARY OF CRITICAL SYSTEM PARAMETERS
In this section, crit i cal parameters are sunnnarized in tabular form. The samE^












^' 	 hA GE
SR GE
Design point mean wind speed = 5.37 (12 mph)
Rated wind speed = 8.05 (18 mph)
Blade radius of turbine = 19.05 meter (62.5 ft.)
Design tip speed ratio = 10
Wind powe ►- coefficient cu ► •ve (Figure 3.6-1)
Capital cost of wind turbine = $66000 per year
htaintenance cost of w ► nd turbine = $2640 per • year
Power loss curve for• gear (Figure 3.6-2), designed so that ,rll power•
below cut-in is lost.
Rated output of generator = 100 kw
Generator mechanical damping = 0
Generator rotor resistance = .0842 ohm (so that generator has .95
internal efficiency at rated power)
^	 3.6.2 Rectifier-Battery	 Irwe ►•ter
---
,^
I	 I	 FTAFUR RectifiE^r	 resistance
	 cu ► • ve (Figure 3.b-3),	 designed	 so that recti-





RAPRE Rectifier rated input power -	 70 kw
CCE^A60 Capital	 cost of one 60 cell hank = $15U
f
i	
C660 Capacitance of one 60 cell bank = 49505 farad
FTAFVB Terminal	 resistance of one 60 cell	 bank as	 function of charge-
1
discharge current and state of charge,	 designed to produce the
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Minimum allowable batte ►•y storage	 simulation
Rated battery input power = 30 kw
Rated inverter input power = 10 kw
Inverter • resistance curve (Figure 3.6-4) designed so that inverter
efficiency curve in Figure 19 results.
3.6.3 Thermal Vessel
1h11TS Maximum storage temperature = 454.44° C (850o	F)
TO1TS M 1nlITlUm storage	 temperature = 232.22° C (450°	 F)
I^	 PD	 TS Rated storage thermal	 power = 30 kw
^^	 PM	 TS Maximum charge rate = 	 58.6 k ►^
TS 1S Rated storage time	 (varies with storage capacity)
IIT
	 TS Enthalpy -	 temperature curve for storage media	 (Figure	 3.2-4)
3.6.4 Loads
LOILOD	 Domestic load	 constants varying from simulation to simulation
NC TL	 thermal load
In three of the simula tions, the loads vary with time and are supplied
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FIGURE 3 . 6-4 CURVE ►1SE0 FOR INVERTER EFFICIENCY
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